SGA Resolution No. 05-07-F

A resolution allowing the installation of a banner display to be suspended above North Tennessee Boulevard

Whereas: MTSU organizations should have the opportunity to display their upcoming events, fundraisers and service opportunities,

Whereas: A banner would greatly benefit the physical appearance of Middle Tennessee State University,

Whereas: MTSU organizations currently have few opportunities to utilize the banner space located in the Central Middle School area,

Whereas: A banner would increase organization awareness and therefore increase involvement on campus,

Whereas: The Murfreesboro community would have an increased awareness for upcoming events at MTSU.

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 70TH CONGRESS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY THAT:

Section 1: A two-sided banner should be suspended from one support to another support spanning the width of North Tennessee Boulevard.

Section 2: The Middle Tennessee State University Alumni Association will provide the financial support for the materials and labor required to complete this project.

Section 3: The display is to be located on North Tennessee Boulevard between Faulkenberry Drive and East Main Street intersection.

Sponsored by: Senator Ryan King
Senator Wil Shults
Senator Erin Johnson
Senator Olivia Barker
Senator Mary Alice Porter
Senator Jennifer Beadle
Senator Jamie Boyd
Senator Daniel Gammon
Senator Kerri Gass
Senator Justin Hart

Tabled